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Christmas Dinner 

 

 

A Large Chicken  

Enough potatoes, carrots, parsnips and sprouts for everyone. 

(Broccoli might work instead of sprouts if no one likes them!) 

A few teaspoons of gravy granules. 

3-4 tablespoons of oil for roasting  

 

The stuffing and pigs in blankets can be made a couple of days before the dinner and kept in the 
fridge if they are well covered in cling film or in a plastic container. (see separate recipes) 

 

 First work out when you want to eat your wonderful dinner then the timing of all the 
cooking will work. 

 The packaging on the chicken will probably tell you how long it needs to cook (but if it 
doesn’t -it takes 20 minutes per 500g and 20 minutes extra at 180C.) Calculate when to start 
cooking the chicken adding 40 minutes after it has finished to cook your stuffing and pigs in 
blankets (if using) 

 Put your chicken into a roasting tin and into the oven at 180C.  
 Peel the potatoes, carrots and parsnips. These can be roasted all together in the oven. The 

parsnips and carrots need to be quite chunky to cook at the same speed as the potatoes.  
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 In a big pan of water (with a little salt) boil the potatoes for about 3 minutes then add the 
carrots and parsnips for another 2 minutes. Next drain all the water away and let them all 
steam for a couple of minutes (this will help them to get crisp)  

 You want to put these vegetables in the oven to start roasting an hour and 10 minutes 
before you want to eat. Put them in a roasting tin with the oil and then toss them around to 
make sure the oil is coating every surface. Turn them a couple of times during cooking to get 
them crisp on all sides. 

 When the chicken is cooked (40 minutes before you want to eat) take it out of the oven onto 
a plate and cover it with tin foil. Put the stuffing and pigs in blankets into the oven to cook 
for 30-35 minutes. 

 Take the roasting pan that your chicken just cooked in and put it over a gas ring or hot plate 
on your stove. Add 2-3 teaspoons of gravy granules and water and mix it really well into a 
rich gravy (the bits of skin will add to the flavour) 

  cook your sprouts or broccoli 
 
Now you should have one roast chicken, a large tin of roasted vegetables, stuffing, pigs in 
blankets, gravy and green vegetables all ready at the same time. I added some shop bought 
Cranberry sauce for a bit of colour! 
 

 
 
 

 


